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Background. The emergence of artemisinin-resistant Plasmodium falciparum in Southeast Asia threatens malaria treatment efﬁcacy. Mutations in a kelch protein encoded on P. falciparum chromosome 13 (K13) have been
associated with resistance in vitro and in ﬁeld samples from Cambodia.
Methods. P. falciparum infections from artesunate efﬁcacy trials in Bangladesh, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and
Vietnam were genotyped at 33 716 genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Linear mixed models were
used to test associations between parasite genotypes and parasite clearance half-lives following artesunate treatment. K13
mutations were tested for association with artemisinin resistance, and extended haplotypes on chromosome 13 were
examined to determine whether mutations arose focally and spread or whether they emerged independently.
Results. The presence of nonreference K13 alleles was associated with prolonged parasite clearance half-life
(P = 1.97 × 10−12). Parasites with a mutation in any of the K13 kelch domains displayed longer parasite clearance
half-lives than parasites with wild-type alleles. Haplotype analysis revealed both population-speciﬁc emergence of
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mutations and independent emergence of the same mutation in different geographic areas.
Conclusions. K13 appears to be a major determinant of artemisinin resistance throughout Southeast Asia. While we found some
evidence of spreading resistance, there was no evidence of resistance moving westward from Cambodia into Myanmar.
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Parasite Genotypes

DNA extracted from leukocyte-depleted venous blood was sequenced using an Illumina Genome Analyzer II as part of the
MalariaGen Community Project (Data release v2.0). Samples
that were unable to be sequenced were genotyped using a
P. falciparum–speciﬁc NimbleGen 4.2M probe custom DNA
microarray (accession no. GSE56390) that types a total of
33 716 SNPs [13]. Samples that were included in our previous
GWAS had undergone genotyping at 8079 SNPs using a
P. falciparum–speciﬁc Affymetrix molecular inversion probe
DNA microarray [7], and the informative subset of SNPs
from this array were also typed on the NimbleGen array. All
303 successfully sequenced samples had the same 33 716
SNPs called, as well as 12 SNPs within the K13 gene, from
among 86 158 quality-controlled SNPs identiﬁed in shortread sequence alignments against the P. falciparum 3D7
reference. SNPs not within the list of high-quality SNPs, including some K13 mutations, were called using processed read
counts from the short-read sequence alignments against the
P. falciparum 3D7 reference. The genotype data used in the
analysis have been submitted to PlasmoDB (http://www.
plasmodb.org) and the National Institutes of Health Gene
Expression Omnibus for public access (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
gov/geo/).

Phenotype

METHODS
Study Samples

Our previous GWAS included samples from completed efﬁcacy
studies of artesunate and ACTs conducted in Cambodia,
Thailand, and Bangladesh from 2008 to 2009 as described previously [2, 7, 9, 10] (Supplementary Methods). The replication
data set included samples from efﬁcacy studies conducted
from 2010 to 2011 in Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos, and Vietnam,
also described previously [4, 11, 12] (Supplementary Methods).
Samples from both the previous and replication data sets were
used to estimate the distribution of mutations within the K13
gene, their association with parasite clearance half-life, and
their origins. All samples used in this study were collected
with informed consent from patients or their parents or guardians and were approved for use by the University of Maryland
School of Medicine Institutional Review Board, as well as by
local ethics boards and committees described in source
publications.

Parasite clearance half-lives were estimated using the parasite
clearance estimator developed by the WorldWide Antimalarial
Resistance Network [14] (Figure 1). Owing to less frequent assessment of parasitemia in the Bangladesh and Myanmar studies ( parasitemia was assessed every 12 hours instead of every
6 hours, as in other studies), some patients had only 2 parasite
counts available prior to clearance. To estimate clearance for
these patients, the 0 parasitemia at 24 hours was replaced by
the level of detection for microscopy (40 parasites/μL), and a
straight line was ﬁtted to the loge-transformed parasitemia values. As a result, the absolute value of the slope likely overestimated the half-life for patients at these sites.

SNP Imputation

A complete data set consisting of all 33 716 variable positions
and all samples was imputed using BEAGLE V3.3.2 [15].
Only biallelic positions were included in the data set, to allow
for use of genotype probabilities. Samples were grouped by geography, and imputation was performed separately within each
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Malaria treatment efﬁcacy and elimination rely on the continued efﬁcacy of artemisinin-based combination therapies
(ACTs). Plasmodium falciparum resistance to artemisinin derivatives was ﬁrst documented in western Cambodia [1–3]
and is now present on both sides of the Thailand-Myanmar
border [4, 5], as well as in northern Cambodia near the border
with Thailand and in southern Vietnam bordering Cambodia
[6]. Recently, mutations in a kelch protein (K13), located within
a region on P. falciparum chromosome 13 identiﬁed in our previous genome-wide association study (GWAS) [7], were associated with increased resistance in an artemisinin-resistant
parasite line selected in the laboratory and with delayed parasite
clearance in clinical isolates from Cambodia [8].
While mutations in this gene appear to provide a promising
marker for artemisinin resistance, replication and validation
studies are needed to estimate the association of these putative
markers with delayed parasite clearance in other parasite populations. We performed a replication GWAS to conﬁrm the K13
gene as a major determinant of clinical artemisinin resistance
and to identify secondary loci that may contribute to resistance.
We also estimated the prevalence of mutations within the resistance domain of the K13 protein (ie, the propeller domain),
their association with parasite clearance, and their origins, in
samples from Bangladesh, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and
Vietnam.

group, to avoid population structure associated errors. A probability of 90% was used to call an imputed SNP.
Quality Control

A total of 18 470 invariant SNPs were removed at the imputation step, and an additional 9041 low-frequency SNPs (minor
allele frequency [MAF], < 5%) were removed prior to analysis.
1336 SNPs with >20% undetermined calls were also excluded
from the analysis. After imputation, all samples had <30% undetermined calls and were retained in the analysis. After quality
control, the ﬁnal meta-analysis included 4620 SNPs (including
K13 SNPs) and 551 samples—308 from the previous GWAS
and 243 from the replication data set. Of these samples, 303
had the whole genome sequence available, 110 from the previous GWAS and 193 from the replication data set.
Regression

Genome-wide mixed-model association (GEMMA) [16] was
used to estimate the association between each SNP and parasite
clearance half-life, with adjustment for age, log-transformed
parasitemia at diagnosis, and the ﬁrst 3 principal components
[16] (Figure 2). Principal components were estimated from a
matrix of pair-wise sample identity-by-state metrics [17]. An
identity-by-state allele-sharing matrix was included as a random effect, to account for the correlation between genetically
similar individuals that results from population structure. The
GEMMA method was used to estimate coefﬁcients and P values. A Bonferroni threshold (0.05/number of SNPs analyzed)
was used to evaluate genome-wide signiﬁcance. Quantile-quantile
plots for P values were used to assess the robustness of modeling
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approaches in minimizing false-positive results due to population structure or other confounding.
All SNPs after imputation (minus invariant loci) were used to
dichotomize every gene in the P. falciparum genome for the
gene-based analysis. Using the 3D7 strain as a reference
(v2.1.4), genes with any SNP with a nonreference call were
coded as 1, and genes with all reference calls and no missing
values were coded as 0. Genes with no nonreference calls and
unknown SNP calls (missing data) were coded as missing.
GEMMA was used with identical covariates and thresholds as
described above.
Random Forests

Random forest analyses [18] were done using the randomForest package [19] of the R statistical computing environment
[20]. Missing SNPs were imputed using the randomForest
function na.roughﬁx, which replaces missing values with
the most frequent nucleotide at that position (breaking ties
at random). The number of variables tried at each split varied
with each data set and ranged from 816 to 1797, and the number of trees in the forest was 100 000, except for the metaanalyses, in which the number of trees was 25 000. The
importance of each SNP in predicting the phenotype was
assessed on the basis of the percentage increase in meansquared error.
Association With Parasite Clearance

t tests were used to estimate the difference in mean parasite
clearance half-life between parasites with each K13 mutation
and those with the wild-type allele at all polymorphic sites
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Figure 1. Distribution of parasite clearance half-life by geography in the previous genome-wide associated study (GWAS) and replication data sets. A,
Previous GWAS data set. B, Replication data set. A large proportion of parasites from western Cambodia demonstrate delayed parasite clearance, as do a
subset of parasites from Myanmar and Vietnam. Parasites from Laos and Bangladesh demonstrated mostly rapid parasite clearance.

within the gene. Means and 95% conﬁdence intervals were estimated using SAS v.9.2.
Linkage Disequilibrium

The program Haploview [21] was used to determine linkage
disequilibrium (LD) in SNPs surrounding the K13 gene, as
well as around SNPs associated in genome-wide analyses. LD
windows were deﬁned to include all SNPs upstream and downstream from the associated SNP or mutation of interest up to
but not including the next SNP with a MAF of > 0.05 and an
R 2 of <0.3. For associated SNPs, parasite subpopulations were
determined using STRUCTURE v.2.3.4, and LD windows
were deﬁned in parasites within each parasite subpopulation
separately, to avoid false estimates of LD due to population
structure. This approach yielded a range of LD windows for
each SNP. A consensus LD window was determined by estimating the median window size upstream and downstream of the
SNP after removing outliers.
For K13 mutations, LD windows were deﬁned within groups
of samples containing each mutation, and windows were not
deﬁned for mutations present in <6 samples. This approach
produced a range of LD windows for each K13 mutation. A consensus window containing 80 SNPs with no missing data
(MAL13:1659301 to MAL13:1799851) was created after removing large windows that resulted from the clonal nature of certain
K13 groups.

Haplotype Network

For the haplotypes deﬁned by LD described above, the program
SplitsTree4 [22] was used to estimate the most parsimonious
median joining network [23]. Only samples with complete haplotypes were included. To reduce the complexity of the network,
we removed samples from populations (located in Bangladesh
and Laos) without resistance-associated K13 mutations. The
median joining network was created with 263 samples from
Cambodia, Myanmar, and Vietnam. SplitsTree4 defaults
(ε = 0; 2000 iterations) were used to create the network and
was manually curated.
RESULTS
Genome-Wide Association

No SNPs achieved genome-wide signiﬁcance in the imputed data
set representing our previous GWAS (Supplementary Figure 1A),
although the SNP from chromosome 10 (MAL10:688956) and 1
SNP from chromosome 13 (MAL13:1719976) that were signiﬁcant in our previous study were among the top 5 hits in the current analysis. The random forest analysis of the imputed data set
representing our previous GWAS also indicated that 2 of the
signiﬁcant SNPs from that study (MAL10:688956 and MAL13:
1718319) were the best predictors of parasite clearance half-life,
after the principal component accounting for most of the population structure (Supplementary Figure 1A).
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Figure 2. Population structure by geography in the previous genome-wide associated study (GWAS) and replication data sets. A, Previous GWAS data set.
B, Replication data set. In the imputed data set representing the previous GWAS, most of the population structure was accounted for by the second principal
component. As most of the samples from this data set were genotyped with the least dense single-nucleotide polymorphism array, the ﬁrst principal
component accounted for most of the missing data. In the replication data set, most of the population structure was accounted for by the ﬁrst
principal component.

Table 1.

In the gene-based analysis of both the replication data set and
the meta-analysis, the K13 gene was the top hit by several orders
of magnitude (Table 2), suggesting a strong association between
mutations in this gene and parasite clearance half-life. Three
other genes reached signiﬁcance in the gene-based analysis of
the replication and meta-data sets: PF3D7_0514600, a ribose
5-phosphate epimerase; PF3D7_0903100, a retrieval receptor
for endoplasmic reticulum membrane proteins; and PF3D7_
1442600, a sporozoite-speciﬁc transmembrane protein (Supplementary Figure 2). The gene-based random forest analyses
yielded similar results, with nonreference alleles in the K13
gene (PF3D7_1343700) and in ferredoxin (PF3D7_1318100)
being the 2 best predictors of parasite clearance half-life, after
population structure (Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 2).
Genes in Regions Associated Parasite Clearance Half-life

The LD windows containing SNPs associated with clearance
half-life are shown in Supplementary Table 1. The LD window
surrounding SNP MAL7:472852 contains the gene encoding
the P. falciparum chloroquine resistance transporter, which
has a strong signature of selection in the genome [7, 24]. The
window on chromosome 9 also contains one of the genes
(PF3D7_0903100) that was associated with clearance half-life
in the gene-based analysis. The SNP on chromosome 11 is
approximately 15 kb away from a gene (PF3D7_1115700) identiﬁed by Ariey et al in laboratory isolates made resistant to
artemisinins [8], as well as in another study of in vitro artemisinin resistance [25]. The LD window associated with SNP
MAL13:1718319 contains the K13 gene, as observed in our previous GWAS. In addition, 3 regions identiﬁed by Cheeseman
et al [24] as being under recent selection in Cambodia overlap
with LD windows containing SNPs associated with delayed
clearance in our study (Supplementary Table 1).

Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) Associated With Parasite Clearance Half-life
Previous GWAS

Replication GWAS

Meta-analysis

SNP

GEMMA
P

Random Forest Rank

GEMMA
P

Random Forest Rank

GEMMA
P

Random Forest Rank

7
9

MAL7:472852
MAL9:130454

. . .a
. . .a

. . .a
. . .a

5.17E-06
6.91E-06

10
>20

. . .a
. . .a

. . .a
. . .a

10

MAL10:688956b

3.41E-05

1

7.34E-02

>20

7.27E-02

>20

11
13

MAL11:608589
MAL13:1718319b

2.76E-02
3.29E-03

>20
2

2.98E-04
8.68E-01

>20
>20

6.39E-06
2.25E-01

>20
4

13

MAL13:1886271

1.35E-01

>20

3.00E-03

1

5.47E-02

1

14
14

MAL14:275834
MAL14:3029267

7.50E-02
1.13E-01

>20
>20

. . .a
1.11E-03

. . .a
>20

8.30E-06
8.10E-06

>20
>20

Chromosome

Significant associations are shown in bold.
Abbreviations: GEMMA, genome-wide mixed model association; GWAS, genome-wide association study.
a

SNPs absent from analysis because of high levels of missing data or low minor-allele frequency

b

SNPs identified in the previous GWAS.
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In the analysis of the replication data set, 2 SNPs, 1 on
chromosome 7 (MAL7:472852) and 1 on chromosome 9
(MAL9:130454), achieved genome-wide signiﬁcance (Table 1),
while the random forest analysis of the replication data set
showed SNP MAL13:1886271 to be the best SNP predictor of
clearance half-life (Supplementary Figure 1B).
In the meta-analysis of the previous GWAS and replication
data sets, 3 different SNPs, 1 on chromosome 11 (MAL11:
608589) and 2 on chromosome 14 (MAL14:275834 and
MAL14:3029267) achieved genome-wide signiﬁcance (Supplementary Figure 1C), and the random forest analysis showed
SNP MAL13:1886271 to be the best SNP predictor of clearance
half-life. Quantile-quantile plots indicated little residual confounding due to population structure or other potential confounding variables (eg, host immunity; Supplementary
Figure 1).
As discussed below, in some instances different K13 mutations were found in different parasite populations, which may
make them difﬁcult to associate with the phenotype of interest
in a GWAS while adjusting for population structure. To overcome this obstacle, we created a dichotomous variable for
each gene within the parasite genome, including the K13
gene, representing the presence of any nonreference allele,
using the P. falciparum 3D7 strain as the reference. In a geneby-gene analysis, we estimated the association of nonreference
alleles in each gene with parasite clearance half-life (Figure 3
and Supplementary Figure 2).
In the gene-based analysis of the data set representing
our previous GWAS, 1 gene on chromosome 13 (PF3D7_
1342300) achieved genome-wide signiﬁcance (Table 2). This
gene encodes a putative tetratricopeptide repeat family protein
that lies within a top-ranked signature of selection identiﬁed in
our previous GWAS study.

Prevalence of K13 Mutations and Association With Parasite
Clearance Half-life

Twelve mutations in the K13 gene were observed in 123 samples among the 303 samples with whole-genome sequence
data, with 10 of the 12 occurring within the resistance domain
of the protein (ie, the propeller domain) [8] (Figure 4A).
Parasites contained only 1, if any, K13 mutation. The most
prevalent mutation was C580Y, found in western Cambodia,
Myanmar, and Vietnam. Two mutations outside of the resistance domains were observed in samples from Bangladesh.
No mutations were observed in this gene in patient samples
from Laos, where delayed parasite clearance has not been
observed until recently [6, 12] (Figure 4B).
Mean parasite clearance half-life was signiﬁcantly longer in
parasites with a mutation in the resistance domain, compared
with parasites with reference-type alleles (Figure 4). While

Table 2.

mean half-life varied by mutation, with the exception of
R539T and Y493H most of the conﬁdence intervals overlapped,
raising the possibility that mean half-life may be similar between these different mutations. Several SNPs were observed
in ≤2 infections and therefore could not be evaluated for association with delayed parasite clearance.
Origin of K13 Mutations

To determine the origins of K13 mutations from different geographic regions, we created a haplotype network tree based on
80 SNPs within LD ﬂanking either side of the K13 gene
(Figure 5). This haplotype analysis revealed both populationspeciﬁc emergence of mutations, as well as independent emergence of the same mutation on different genetic backgrounds in
different geographic sites. Three mutations in the K13 gene
were found in multiple populations: 493H was present in 10

Genes Associated With Parasite Clearance Half-life in Gene-Based Analysis
Previous GWAS

Replication GWAS

Meta-analysis

Gene

GEMMA
P

Random Forest Rank

GEMMA
P

Random Forest Rank

GEMMA
P

Random Forest Rank

5

PF3D7_0514600

9.77E-01

>20

1.18E-05

>20

1.27E-04

>20

9

PF3D7_0903100

7.61E-01

>20

2.42E-05

16

2.05E-03

>20

13
13

PF3D7_1318100
PF3D7_1342300

3.22E-01
1.39E-05

1
>20

6.69E-01
8.30E-01

>20
>20

5.40E-01
3.05E-02

2
>20

13

PF3D7_1343700

2.47E-03

2

5.28E-10

1

5.46E-12

1

13
14

PF3D7_1347200
PF3D7_1442600

2.45E-01
...

>20
...

4.93E-03
3.55E-05

2
3

4.10E-03
4.41E-06

8
>20

Chromosome

Significant associations are shown in bold.
Abbreviations: GEMMA, genome-wide mixed model association; GWAS, genome-wide association study.
a

Genes absent from analysis because of high levels of missing data.
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Figure 3. Manhattan and random forest plots for the gene-based genome-wide association study. Meta-analysis of the association between the presence of nonreference alleles in each gene in the genome and parasite clearance half-life. A, −Log10 P values for all genes, with both the K13 protein
(PF3D7_1343700) and PF3D7_1442600 achieving genome-wide signiﬁcance. B, The percentage increase in mean squared error for the top 20 singlenucleotide polymorphisms or covariates in the random forests analysis. The presence of nonreference alleles in the K13 gene was the best predictor of
parasite clearance half-life after the second principal component, which accounted for most of the population structure.

samples from Cambodia and 1 in Vietnam, 574L was found in 5
samples from Myanmar and 1 from Vietnam, and 580Y was
found in 61 samples from Cambodia, 13 samples from Myanmar, and 6 samples from Vietnam. Three 493H haplotypes were
found in our data set, with the single parasite from Vietnam
sharing a common haplotype with the majority of samples
from Cambodia, suggesting a common emergence and spread
of this mutation. 574L appears to have originated twice, once
in Vietnam and once in Myanmar. The widespread 580Y mutation seems to have emerged twice. One emergence appears to
have a common Cambodia/Vietnam ancestor (as with 493H),
and the second is a unique Myanmar event. All other mutations
appear to have arisen independently.
DISCUSSION
We previously conducted a GWAS [7] that identiﬁed a region
on P. falciparum chromosome 13 associated with artemisinin
resistance. Others have identiﬁed a gene within this genomic region, encoding a kelch protein (K13), that contains mutations
that have been shown to confer resistance in an artemisininresistant parasite line selected in the laboratory and that are associated with delayed parasite clearance in clinical isolates from
Cambodia [8]. Here we have shown that, in addition to western
Cambodia, K13 mutations are present in southern Myanmar,
southern Vietnam, and Bangladesh and that infections with
parasites containing mutations within the resistance domain
of the K13 protein show delayed parasite clearance, compared
with infections with wild-type parasites (Figure 4A). In our
gene-based GWAS, the presence of nonreference alleles within
the K13 gene was by far the most strongly associated with
676
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prolonged parasite clearance half-life. An analysis of haplotypes
surrounding the K13 gene suggests independent emergences of
most K13 mutations. Exceptions are the Cambodia/Vietnam
580Y and Cambodia/Vietnam 493H mutations; in both cases,
their frequency distribution suggests a Cambodian origin,
where the mutations are most prevalent, with subsequent spread
to Vietnam. Contrary to the widely assumed scenario, we found
no evidence of westward spread of artemisinin resistance from
Cambodia to Myanmar. The discovery and validation of K13
mutations outside of Cambodia that are associated with artemisinin resistance has critical implications for the treatment and
elimination of P. falciparum malaria in Southeast Asia.
Our previous GWAS, which included primarily samples from
Cambodia, identiﬁed a region of chromosome 13 that contains
the gene encoding the K13 protein. Reanalysis of individual
SNPs within this same data set after imputation showed that
3 of the 4 SNPs identiﬁed in our previous study were among
the top SNPs associated with parasite clearance half-life.
While being among the top 5 hits, no SNP from the previous
GWAS achieved genome-wide signiﬁcance in the current
study, likely owing to a more stringent signiﬁcance threshold resulting from evaluation of a larger number of SNPs. The signal
on chromosome 13 from this data set is likely driven by the high
frequency of the K13 580Y mutation in the samples from Cambodia, although 580Y itself was not detected, likely owing to the
small number of samples within our previous data set (approximately one third) that had the whole genome sequence available from which to call K13 SNPs. In contrast, <5% of the
samples from our replication data set were from Cambodia,
with the rest being from Vietnam, Myanmar, and Laos. Analysis
of individual SNPs within the replication and meta-data sets
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Figure 4. Prevalence of K13 mutations and association with parasite clearance half-life. A, Parasite clearance half-life for parasites with K13 mutations
(colors) or wild-type alleles (green). Parasites with wild-type alleles are grouped by country (LAO = Laos, BGD = Bangladesh, MMR = Myanmar, VNM =
Vietnam, KHM = Cambodia), and parasites with K13 mutations are designated by symbols (Laos = circles, Bangladesh = squares, Myanmar = triangle,
Vietnam = inverted triangle, and Cambodia = diamond). Horizontal lines represent median half-lives and 95% conﬁdence intervals for wild-type and K13
mutants represented more than twice in the data set. B, Prevalence of parasites with K13 mutations, by country.

did not show any signiﬁcant associations between SNPs in LD
with the K13 gene and delayed parasite clearance. This result is
likely attributable to the presence of mostly population-speciﬁc
K13 mutations within these geographic regions, which are difﬁcult to detect using SNP-based GWAS because they are not independent of the population structure. These results highlight
some of the limitations of GWAS and the usefulness of genebased and/or region-based association methods in these situations, as was recently done in a human GWAS of malaria
susceptibility [26].
In our gene-based GWAS of the replication and meta-data
sets, the K13 gene was most signiﬁcantly associated with the phenotype, by several orders of magnitude, suggesting that the protein encoded by this gene is indeed the major determinant of

artemisinin resistance. K13 did not achieve genome-wide signiﬁcance (P = 2.4E-03) in the gene-based analysis of our previous
GWAS data set, likely owing to reduced power stemming from
the small number of samples that had sequence reads available
from which to call K13 SNPs. Instead, a gene in LD with K13
achieved signiﬁcance in this data set. While K13 was most
strongly associated with the phenotype in gene-based analyses,
4 other genes were also shown to be associated with delayed parasite clearance in the GEMMA or random forest analyses. It is
possible that these genes, or other genes identiﬁed within the
LD windows surrounding signiﬁcant SNPs from the SNPbased analysis, play a secondary or compensatory role in artemisinin resistance and should be investigated further. Of note is the
PF3D7_1115700 gene encoding a cysteine proteinase falcipain
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Figure 5. Median joining haplotype network of K13 mutations and single-nucleotide polymorphisms within linkage disequilibrium of the K13 gene.
Haplotype prevalence is proportional to size of the circle, with circle color corresponding to population of origin: Cambodia (red), Myanmar ( purple), or
Vietnam (green). Individual mutations are labeled by amino acid position, and wild-type haplotypes are not labeled.
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